accept the very real risks involved in any meaningful relationship involving mature adults. It is a message that Grasmeyer's young readers would do well to take to heart.
T.J.Di Napoli Louisiana State University
The Death of Socialist Realism in the Novels of Christa MoIf. Von George Buehler. Europäische Hochschulschriften, Vol. 787. Frankfurt/M., Bern, New York, Nancy: Peter Lang, 1984. 208 p. $25.25 In this study George Buehler traces the literary works of Christa Wolf from the beginning of her writing career in the early sixties to her novel Kein Ort. Nirgends by focusing on her progressive deviation from the official literary method of socialist realism during these two decades. The first third of the book provides the historical and ideological background for this analysis: In Chapter I the author gives a detailed documentation of the cultural policy in East Germany since the end of World War II; surprisingly, the spectacular events following the 'Biermann affair' in the seventies are not mentioned. Chapter II provides broad information on the emergence of the concept of socialist realism in the USSR in the early thirties. This process is shown as a conscious effort on the part of high party officials to direct art production towards the promotion of socialist ideology. The foundation of the Schriftstellerverband in the GDR and the immediate adoption of socialist realism as the normative literary method appears as a repetition of this pattern under Soviet directives.
Of course the shortcomings of socialist experiments such as the disappointing results of the Bitterfelder Weg (1959) have to be mentioned; Buehler however discredits this attempt to open up factories to writers, and the 'realm of literature' for workers, on rather dubious grounds: the idea of teaching writing as a "craft" contradicts the author's concept of the "true writer" who is by "nature more 'sensitive,' more 'perceptive/ more 'empathetic,'" and possesses the rare and "inherent gift" of expressing his insights artistically (p. 16).
In the second part of Chapter II Buehler lists and defines five criteria for a socialist realist piece of literature: 1. Objective Reflection of Reality, 2. Partiality (Parteilichkeit), 3. National Orientation (Volkstüm-lichkeit), 4. The Typical, 5. The Positive Hero. He sheds light on the historical emergence of these aspects by showing earlier efforts of Lenin or even Engels to come to terms with the function of art in a socialist society.
In Chapters 111-IV Buehler uses these five criteria in order to investigate the extent of socialist realism in Christa Wolf's work. Her first publication, Moskauer Novelle (1961) can serve as a model for socialist realist literature, since it shows the "triumph of good over evil, socialism over capitalism and humanity over inhumanity" (p. 71). In a detailed analysis of her subsequent publications Der geteilte Himmel (1963) , Nachdenken über Christa T. (1968) , Kindheitsmuster (1976) and Kein Ort. Nirgends (1979) Buehler shows how Christa Wolf gradually develops her own style -and thus deviates from a strict concept of socialist realism. (Buehler attributes a similiar level of emancipation from socialist realism to Nachdenken über Christa T. and Kindheitsmuster and thus does not devote further study to the latter.)
Since the author often seems to equate Christa Wolf's development beyond a socialist realist style with the denial of socialist ideology, the reader is left with the impression that Christa Wolf is a 'heretic' in her own society. Similiar western partiality becomes evident in Buehler's praises of her later works as a "return to traditional literature" and as the elevation "from the self-serving level of socialist realism unto the plateau of true literature"(pp.170/174).
As much as Buehler's study serves as a helpful orientation for socialist cultural policy in general and the work of Christa Wolf in particular -its major shortcoming lies in the underlying ahistorical notion, which leads to such terminology as "true writer," "universal standards for literature" or, in the context of women's literature, "unique nature of the species known as 'women" ' (p. 156) .
Perhaps this study of the retreat of socialist realism in the East needs to find it's conterpart in a study on the survival of bourgeois idealism in the West. 
